
TOPICS IN APPLIED ECONOMICS 

Planet Money: Imagine you could call up a friend and say,  
“Let’s meet up and you can tell me what’s going on with the 
economy.” Now imagine that’s actually a fun evening, when  
you listen to this podcast!

TED Ed: Take a look at these short videos about economics,  
with topics as diverse as coffee, gold, and taxes. 

Economics Explained: Learn about current events and their 
economic implications by checking out these videos.

Good Economics for Hard Times and Poor Economics: Read 
these books by J-PAL’s founders Esther Duflo and Abhijit Banerjee. 

OTHER WAYS TO CONTINUE LEARNING

Attend future workshops through J-PAL North America’s 
Economics Transformation Project (ETP). To learn more,  
join the ETP email list today!

Take AP Economics and Math courses at your school.

Considering a future career in Economics? Check out PREDOC, 
Discover Economics, and (en Español) EconThaki for more info.
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ECONOMICS RESOURCES  
FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

ECONOMIC THEORY AND THINKING

Crash Course: Get down to basics with some foundational 
economics concepts shown through brief videos.

Marginal Revolution University: They’re on a mission to help 
you discover your inner economist, one bite-sized video at a time.  
As a project of a non-profit, these videos are freely available for  
non-commercial use.

Mastering Econometrics with Joshua Angrist: MIT professor, 
Joshua Angrist (2021 Nobel Prize winner), helps to untangle cause 
and effect in a complex world and explains the “Furious Five” key 
econometrics concepts through a series of videos.

Cartoon Introduction to Economics: The award-winning 
illustrator Grady Klein has paired up with the world’s only stand-up 
economist, Yoram Bauman, PhD for a digestible and humorous take 
on economic concepts.

The Economics Transformation Project (ETP) is a  
student-centered, partnership-driven pathways program 
that aims to create a more diverse, equitable, and 
inclusive field of economics

ABOUT

J-PAL North America’s Economics Transformation Project has compiled various resources  

for high school students who wish to continue learning about economics.

https://www.npr.org/podcasts/510289/planet-money/
https://ed.ted.com/lessons?category=business-economics
https://www.youtube.com/c/economicsexplained
https://www.goodeconomicsforhardtimes.com/
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/10245602-poor-economics?ac=1&from_search=true&qid=pPBYm2ldQv&rank=1
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/page/economics-transformation-project-etp
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/page/economics-transformation-project-etp
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/page/sign-updates-economics-transformation-project
https://predoc.org/learn-more
https://www.discovereconomics.co.uk/
https://econthaki.github.io/recursos/2021/01/05/recursos.html
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1oDmcs0xTD-dJN1PL2N1urX0EKupBJCQ
https://www.youtube.com/c/MarginalRevolutionUniversity
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-uRhZ_p-BM5ovNRg-G6hDib27OCvcyW8
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9780809094813/thecartoonintroductiontoeconomicsvolumeimicroeconomics

